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Abstract Many expressions in language are perspective-sensitive, including predicates of personal taste and some anaphoric forms. This paper reports experiments testing sentences like Nora told/heard from Amy about the frightening photograph of her/herself, with two perspective-sensitive elements, to see whether and how identification of the judge of predicates of personal taste relates to identification of the antecedent of pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs. This allows us to test if they follow a shift-together constraint requiring them to be interpreted relative to the same perspectival center. Our results corroborate earlier findings on the source/perceiver biases of reflexives and pronouns, and reveal a strong preference to interpret the individual who is the source of information as the judge, but do not provide clear evidence for a shift-together constraint on the interpretation of PPTs and pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs.
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1 Introduction

Language contains a variety of perspective-sensitive elements, e.g. predicates of personal taste (PPTs, e.g. tasty, fun), epithets (e.g. the idiot), perspective-sensitive reflexives (e.g. picture-NPs, picture of herself), and relative spatial terms (left, right). Broadly speaking, these kinds of expressions make reference to the point-of-view of an individual, sometimes referred to as the perspectival center/anchor. Many of these perspectival elements also carry information about the center’s subjective evaluation of something or someone (e.g. PPTs, epithets).

This paper reports psycholinguistic experiments on English that bring together two types of perspective-sensitive elements, namely PPTs like fun and frightening and anaphoric expressions such as herself/himself that have been argued, in certain syntactic configurations, to be perspective-sensitive. The experiments use sentences like (1a,b), and investigate whether people’s interpretation of whose
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opinion the PPT expresses is correlated with their interpretation of who the reflexive or pronoun refers to. Is there a relation between the antecedent of the pronoun or reflexive and the opinion-holder of the PPT? Do they ‘shift together’? I first report an experiment testing sentences like (1a), as well as a follow-up study, and then turn to a second follow-up experiment using sentences like (1b), where the pronoun and the reflexive are in different tensed clauses.

(1)  
   a. Kate told/heard from Lisa about the funny photograph of her/herself.  
   b. Kate told/heard from Lisa that there was a funny photograph of her/herself in the newspaper.

The remainder of Section 1 provides background on the judge dependence of predicates of personal taste (PPTs) and the perspective-sensitivity of anaphors, focusing in particular on picture-NPs. In Section 2, I discuss claims that PPTs and perspective-sensitive anaphors – at least when they are in the same local domain – are interpreted relative to the same perspectival center. Section 3 reviews our earlier experimental work on pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs (without PPTs). Sections 4 through 6 present the main experiment which offers a systematic investigation of how the interpretation of reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs in English relates to the interpretation of PPTs modifying the picture-NP. In Section 7, I report two follow-up studies that address potential questions concerning the conclusions of the main experiment. The paper concludes with Section 8.

1.1 Predicates of personal taste

Let’s consider the first perspective-sensitive ingredient in the current investigation: Predicates of personal taste (PPTs), e.g. tasty, frightening, fun and amazing, express subjective opinions anchored to an opinion-holder. They express an individual’s point-of-view/perspective (see Pearson 2013, Moltmann 2010 on generic uses). According to Lasersohn (2005), they contain a judge parameter $j$, such that the truth value of an utterance like (2a) is relativized to a judge (2b), by default the speaker.

(2)  
   a. Cross-country skiing is fun.  
   b. $[[\text{fun}]]^c,w,j = [\lambda x . x \text{ is fun for } j \text{ in } w \text{ at } t]$

The current work does not aim to distinguish between different accounts of PPTs (e.g. Glanzberg 2007, Stephenson 2007, Anand 2009, Cappelen & Hawthorne 2009, Snyder 2013, Bylinina 2014, Coppock 2018, Zakkou 2019, Willer & Kennedy 2020, i.a.). What matters for us is that PPTs are in some way judge-dependent – interpreted relative to an opinion-holder. Given its widespread use, the term ‘judge’ is used below atheoretically to refer to the opinion-holder; this paper does not aim to address the contextualist vs. relativist debate.
A property of PPTs relevant for the present discussion is that use of a PPT indicates that the judge needs to have first-hand experience of the relevant kind (see e.g. Pearson 2013, Ninan 2014, Bylinina 2014, McNally & Stojanovic 2017, i.a.). For example, if I say (2a), this suggests that I have the right kind of first-person experience that allows me to judge cross-country skiing to be fun. In other words, PPTs entail that the judge is an experiencer, “a sentient individual who perceives the property in question” (McNally & Stojanovic 2017:24). The role of the sentient experiencer is also discussed by Bylinina (2014): “A direct statement about someone’s internal state can be made only if the judge parameter is set to the same value as the experiencer of this internal state” (Bylinina 2014:58). In her semantics for tasty (3), part (ii) states that the judge j and experiencer z refer to the same individual. Like McNally & Stojanovic (2017), Bylinina (2014) distinguishes PPTs like tasty that refer to experience from subjective adjectives like smart/healthy which she argues do not refer to experience in the same way. The judge/experiencer relation has been explored in depth, from a variety of perspectives, in several recent papers (e.g. Kennedy & Willer 2016, Sæbø 2009, Pearson 2013, Ninan 2014).

\[
\text{⟦tasty⟧}^{w,t,j} =
\begin{align*}
(1) & \lambda z \lambda x: \exists s [\text{taste}(s) & \& \text{Experiencer}(s; z) & \& \text{Stimulus}(s; x) & \& \text{TASTE}(s) > d_{st} \\
& \text{for } j \text{ at } t \text{ in } w]; \text{ (ii) } \text{JUDGE=EXPERIENCER: } j = z
\end{align*}
\]

The sentences in the experiments reported in this paper are like (1a,b), with the verbs told and heard. In (1a,b), the most plausible judge for the PPT is presumably the individual who is the source of information (subject of told, object of heard). This is because that individual can be inferred to have the relevant first-hand experience of the photograph that allows them to evaluate it as funny, frightening etc. (Alternatively, the first-person speaker could also be construed as the judge.) I return to this when outlining the predictions for the experiments in Section 4.

1.2 Perspective-sensitive anaphors

We now turn to the second ingredient of the current investigation: perspective-sensitive anaphors. The term logophoricity is often used to refer to a situation where “the ‘perspective’ of an internal protagonist of a sentence or discourse, as opposed to that of the current, external speaker, is being reported by some morphological and/or syntactic means” (Huang 2000:172-173). Some languages (e.g. Ewe, Donno Sɔ) have a morphologically distinct class of specialized logophoric pronouns used to refer to the ‘subject of consciousness’, the person whose speech, thoughts or feelings are being reported (e.g. Hagège 1974, Clements

---

1 In this paper, I use the term ‘anaphors’ to refer to both reflexives and pronouns.

Although English does not have a morphologically distinct class of logophoric pronouns, it has often been noted that in some contexts, certain anaphoric forms – in particular reflexives – exhibit perspective sensitivity (e.g. Cantrall 1974, Kuno 1987, Rooryck & Vanden Wyngaerd 2011, i.a.). Although pronouns and reflexives in English are in (nearly) complementary distribution (as reflected in Binding Theory, e.g. Chomsky 1981), researchers noted early on that the complementarity of pronouns and reflexives breaks down in some contexts (e.g. Jackendoff 1972, Chomsky 1986, Williams 1987, Pollard & Sag 1992, Reinhart & Reuland 1993 and many others). For example, in possessorless picture-NP (ex.4), both a pronoun and a reflexive seem acceptable, although judgments are often murky.

(4) Lisa

It has been noted that in a variety of contexts, use of a reflexive in a context where a pronoun also seems acceptable with the same intended referent is correlated with point-of-view and perspective-taking (e.g. Cantrall 1974, Zribi-Hertz 1989, Kuno 1987, Fludernik 1993, i.a.). In intuitive terms, many agree that reflexives in such contexts signal that what is being expressed is the point-of-view of the reflexive’s antecedent (rather than the first-person speaker or narrator). Thus, one could say that the reflexive refers to the perspectival center/the logophoric center.

In the present paper, I focus specifically on pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs, which have received extensive attention in prior theoretical work (including but not limited to Jackendoff 1972, Chomsky 1986, Williams 1987, Pollard & Sag 1992, Reinhart & Reuland 1993, Tenny 2004). There are three main reasons for selecting this construction for the current investigation of perspective sensitivity: First, picture-NPs have been extensively discussed in prior theoretical work on pronouns and reflexives. Second, as will become clear in Section 3, our prior psycholinguistic investigations on picture-NPs (Kaiser, Runner, Sussman & Tanenhaus 2009) offer foundational data for the current study by providing experimental evidence for divergent perspectival behaviors of pronouns and reflexives in this context. Third, picture-NPs allows predicates of personal taste to co-occur with pronouns and reflexives in the same nominal structure (e.g. the funny photograph of her/herself), and thus provide a useful tool for investigating the interpretation of two kinds of perspective-sensitive expressions in close proximity.

As noted by authors like Kuno (1987), factors like point of view can influence

---

2 This paper focuses on possessorless picture-NPs, widely regarded as perspective-sensitive. For experiments on possessed structures (e.g. Lisa’s picture of her/herself), see e.g. Keller and Asudeh (2001), Runner, Sussman, & Tanenhaus (2003), Kaiser, Runner, Sussman & Tanenhaus (2009).
whether a given referent can antecede a reflexive in a picture-NP. Consider (5):

(5) a. John heard from Mary; about a damaging rumor about herself; that was
going around. (Kuno 1987:175)
b. ?? John told Mary; about a damaging rumor about herself; that was going
around.

An antecedent that is the source of information – Mary in (5a) – can trigger use
of a reflexive in a picture-NP. In contrast, when Mary is not the source of
information but instead is the recipient (the one perceiving the information), the
sentence sounds worse (5b). Based on these patterns, one could hypothesize that
reflexives in picture-NPs prefer antecedents that are sources-of-information. I refer
to this as the ‘Source of information’ hypothesis for reflexives. Following Sells
(1987), in the present discussion we define a ‘source’ as the one who is the
intentional agent of the communication (Sells 1987). Thus, although English has
no pure logophoric pronouns of the type found in languages such as Ewe, the
‘source of information’ hypothesis for reflexives in picture-NPs echoes the
behavior of morphologically logophoric pronouns that refer to the source of
reported speech/thought (e.g. Clements 1975, Sells 1987).

Prior work suggests that not only reflexives but also pronouns in picture-NPs
are sensitive to perspectival information. Let’s start by considering (6a,b), from
Here, (6a), where the pronoun’s antecedent is a perceiver of information is reported
to sound better than (6b) where the pronoun’s antecedent is the source:

(6) a. Max; heard a story about him;j.
b. * Max;j told a story about him;j.

Building on these observations, Tenny (2003), who calls pronouns in this
context SDPs, short-distance pronouns, notes that “verbs that provide a sentient,
perceiving antecedent are especially conducive to SDPs” (Tenny 2003:14). She
further specifies that “SDPs in representational contexts [….] are especially
felicitous with perceiving subjects.” Based on these patterns, one could hypothesize
that pronouns in picture-NPs prefer antecedents that are perceivers-of-information.
I refer to this as the ‘Perceiver of information’ hypothesis for pronouns. It is,
essentially, the converse of the ‘Source of information’ hypothesis for reflexives.

Intriguingly, the idea that the perceiver (and not only the source) plays a
privileged role is echoed by languages with morphologically distinct logophoric
pronouns: Languages such as Mapun and Angas have specialized logophoric

---

3 The term ‘picture-NP’ is used for structures with the noun ‘picture’ (e.g. picture of her / herself) as well as other kinds of representational and depictive NPs (e.g. portrait of, rumor about).
pronouns referring to the addressee, the person who is receiving/perceiving the information (e.g. Frjzyngier 1993). This could be taken as evidence that both the source and the perceiver have a special status as perspectival centers.

In sum, both reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs appear to be sensitive to perspective-related factors, but in different directions: Reflexives exhibit a preference to be interpreted as referring to the source of information, the one whose speech/thoughts are being expressed. Pronouns exhibit a preference for the perceiver of information, the one receiving the information. This reflects the two perspectives inherent in communicative information-transfer events: someone who conveys the information (source) and someone who receives it (perceiver).

2 Bringing together two perspective-sensitive elements

So far, we have seen that both predicates of personal taste (PPTs) and reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs are perspective-sensitive, in a broad sense. Indeed, this paper is not the first to explore the link between PPTs’ judge dependency and the perspective-sensitivity of anaphors. Stephenson (2005), in her paper on predicates of personal taste and epistemic modals, mentions the possibility of logophoric pronouns being analyzed as specialized forms that refer to the judge. Relatedly, in a paper on context-shifting effects with predicates of personal taste, indexicals and experiencer predicates, McCready (2007) agrees that “it seems very reasonable that the judge should be the same as the logophoric center (…) After all, the logophoric center is the individual whose perspective is taken, and, in some sense, the individual whose perspective is expressed is just what the judge parameter formalizes” (McCready 2007:14). Deal and O’Connor (2011) do not specifically discuss PPTs, but make use of Lasersohn’s (2005) notion of judge when discussing the behavior of logophors in Northern Pomo, which they analyze as referring to the judge in exocentric contexts (where the judge is not the speaker).

In sum, then, it seems tempting to connect the perspectival center of perspective-sensitive pronouns and the judge of PPTs. A proposal along these lines – although not making specific reference to English pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs – has been put forward by Bylinina, McCready and Sudo (2014):

(7) **Shift-Together for Perspective-sensitive items:**

Perspective-sensitive items in the same ‘domain’ must refer to the same perspectival center. (Bylinina, McCready & Sudo 2014)

Bylinina et al.’s term ‘perspective-sensitive items’ refers to a broader class of perspective-sensitive elements that includes PPTs, spatial terms, evidentials and logophoric reflexives. They argue that that there are two classes of perspective-sensitive items, evidential and pronominal, which differ in terms of whether they
obligatory or optionally shift to a non-default individual in different contexts. Crucially, under their analysis, perspective-sensitive elements in the same domain cannot shift independently of each other: The perspectival center index can be shifted away from the speaker by the Π operator, which binds perspective-sensitive elements in its scope to the same perspectival center. Bylinina et al. do not aim to provide a full answer to the question of what is the relevant domain within which the shift-together constraint applies. We return to this below.

A similar shift-together restriction has been proposed for indexicals (see Anand & Nevins 2004, see also Deal 2020 and Sundaresan 2021). I follow Bylinina et al. in using the term ‘shift together’ when talking about the behavior of PPTs and perspective-sensitive anaphors, but I am not making claims about indexicals such as ‘I’ or ‘you’. (For the purposes of this paper, I assume the pronouns and reflexives investigated here are anaphoric, not pure indexicals.) The relation between these two shifting phenomena, indexical shift and perspectival anaphors, is an important question, but beyond the scope of this paper (see Sundaresan 2021).

2.1 What shifts together?

Having introduced the idea of shift together, let’s consider (8) from Bylinina et al. (2014). They note that here, the two perspective-sensitive elements talented and foreigner can both be interpreted as anchored to the speaker (a), or both as shifted to the sentence subject (b), John, but that mixed readings (c,d) are not available.

(8) John read a book by a talented foreigner.
   a. I think the author is talented; author is from a different country than me
   b. J thinks the author is talented; author is from a different country than J
   c. *I think the author is talented; author is from a different country than J
   d. *J thinks the author is talented; author is from a different country than me

However, in (9a-c), under an attitude predicate, a PPT in predicative position has the subject of think/say as its judge, while a PPT in attributive position in the same clause conveys the speaker’s opinion. Here we see no shift-together, at least not on the level of the clause (see also Kneer et al. 2017). (Subscripts indicate the judge.)

(9) a. John thinks that this tasty speaker cake is disgusting_{John}. (Pearson 2013)
   b. Pascal says: Mordecai thinks that the difficult_{pascal} game is easy_{Mordecai}. (Anand & Korotkova 2016, 2020)
   c. The mother snipe thinks the ugliest_{speaker} baby birds are beautiful_{mother}. (Saebo 2009)
What about utterances with two different kinds of perspective-sensitive elements? Examples from Japanese are in (10), from Sells (1987), building on Kuno. Here, the judge of beloved is interpreted as the same referent as the antecedent of the object-position reflexive zibun ‘self.’ Indeed, note that in both (a) and (b), the reflexive is coreferential with the source of information (subject of told in (a) and object of heard in (b)), and the adjective beloved is anchored to the source as well. (Subscripts on anaphors indicate the antecedent.)

(10) a. Takasi wa Taroo kara [itosiiTakasi Yosiko ga zibunTakasi o nikundeiru to] hansita
   Takasi Top Taroo from [belovedTakasi Yosiko Subj selfTakasi Obj be-hating Comp] told
   ‘Takasi told Taroo that his belovedTakasi Yosiko hated himTakasi’

b. Taroo wa Takasi kara [itosiiTakasi Yosiko ga zibunTakasi o nikundeiru to] k kita
   Taroo Top Takasi from [belovedTakasi Yosiko Subj selfTakasi Obj be-hating Comp] heard
   ‘Taroo heard from Takasi that his belovedTakasi Yosiko hated himTakasi’

Sells notes that (10b) also allows an interpretation where the subject Taroo is the antecedent of the reflexive, and that in this case, beloved is reflects Taroo’s perspective (Sells 1987:fn), further suggesting that zibun and beloved shift together.

Relatedly, Charnavel (2020) discusses the relation between reflexives and perspective-sensitive adjectives. She proposes that reflexives typically claimed to be exempt from Binding Theory are in fact bound by a prolog generated by a logophoric operator OP_LOG, thus satisfying Binding Principle A (see also Sloggett 2017). She posits that with an exempt anaphor, because of the semantics of the logophoric operator, “all perspectival elements of its domain must be evaluated from the first-personal perspective of its antecedent.” The key observations relevant for the present paper are illustrated for French reflexives in (11), from Charnavel: The PPT in attributive position (e.g. horrible, beautiful) must have as its judge whoever the emphatic reflexive (elle-même/lui-même) refers to. Mixed perspectives are out.

(11) Loïc mistakes photos of Marie (taken from behind) for portraits of himself and finds them beautiful while Marie thinks they are horrible

a. Loïc pense que Marie espère que [les affreusesMarie photos d’elle-mêmeMarie /
   *lui-mêmeLoïc vont se vendre.
   ‘Loïc thinks that Mary hopes that [the horribleMarie photos of herselfMarie /
   *himselfLoïc will sell.’

b. Loïc pense que Marie espère que [les beauxLoïc portraits de lui-mêmeLoïc /
*d’elle-même\textsubscript{Marie} vont se vendre.

‘Loïc thinks that Mary hopes that [the beautiful\textsubscript{Loïc} portraits of himself\textsubscript{Loïc} / *herself\textsubscript{Marie} ] will sell.’

This ban on what Charnavel calls logophoric heterogeneity (aka lack of shift-together) follows from her proposal that sentences like (11) have a logophoric operator at edge of the spellout domain, which (i) generates a covert \textit{pro\textsubscript{log}} that binds the reflexive (satisfying Binding Principle A) and (ii) “imposes on its complement the first-personal perspective of the referent of its subject \textit{pro\textsubscript{log}}.”

In sum, we have seen evidence that perspective-sensitive reflexives and PPTs, if they are in sufficiently close proximity, are bound to the same perspectival center. This fits with a general shift-together constraint for perspective-sensitive items (e.g. Bylinina et al. 2014). The question of what is the relevant domain in which this constraint applies not yet settled (see e.g. Bylinina et al. 2014, Charnavel 2020). The experiments presented in this paper use picture-NP constructions with the PPT adjective in attributive position (akin to (11)), in an attempt to get the relevant elements as close to each other as possible.

2.2 Aims of this work

The psycholinguistic work reported here brings together PPTs like \textit{fun} and \textit{frightening} and perspective-sensitive pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs, in order to experimentally test interpretation of sentences like (1a) and (1b) to see whether there a relation between the antecedent of the pronoun or reflexive and the judge of the PPT. Thus, the research reported here aims to provide additional data that can complement existing observations about whether perspective-sensitive elements shift together. Experiments allow us to test these questions with a large group of participants and sentences, including a variety of PPTs. These results can provide additional data about whether PPTs and perspective-sensitive anaphors in English follow a shift-together requirement. Furthermore, as noted above, prior discussion of these issues has, to the best of my knowledge, largely focused on reflexives. Thus, the second main aim of this work is to investigate the relation between (i) PPTs and (ii) both pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs, both of which have been argued to be perspective-sensitive. Looking at both kinds of anaphoric forms allows us to explore how the proposed source/perceiver distinction relates to the judge identification process of PPTs, and to test whether the two forms show an asymmetrical adherence to shifting along with the PPT.

3 Psycholinguistic work on perspective-sensitive anaphors in picture-NPs

Given that judgments concerning sentences like (4-5) are sometimes quite murky,
we conducted a series of studies to test the validity of the hypotheses that reflexives in picture-NPs prefer perceivers of information while pronouns in picture-NPs prefer sources of information (Kaiser, Runner, Sussman & Tanenhaus 2009). We tested sentences like (12), with pronouns or reflexives. We used the verbs told and heard from to manipulate whether the subject or object is the source or perceiver.

(12) Peter {told/heard from} John about the picture of {him/himself} on the wall.

Results from four experiments using a variety of methods, including world eye-tracking and offline forced-choice questionnaires, show that yes, reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs are sensitive to the source and perceiver-of-information respectively, and this sensitivity can be detected very early on during real-time language processing. Specifically, our results show that interpretation of reflexives in picture-NPs is guided by a strong structural subject preference and a weaker but nevertheless significant source-of-information preference. We also found that interpretation of pronouns in picture-NPs is guided by a structural object preference and a strong perceiver-of-information preference. In sum, our prior findings suggest that both pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs are sensitive to non-syntactic factors related to the two perspectives inherent in a communicative event, namely the source of information (preferred by reflexives) and the perceived of information (preferred by pronouns).

4 Current experiment

To test whether pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs and PPTs modifying the picture-NPs need to be anchored to the same perspectival center, we conducted a series of experiments. Below, we report the first experiment in detail (Sections 4, 5 and 6), and provide brief descriptions of two follow-up experiments (Section 7).

4.1 Participants, materials and design, procedure

We report data from 42 self-reported U.S.-born native English speakers who completed the study over the internet. Participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. The study was implemented using Qualtrics.

---

4 The verbs told and heard from differ in their syntactic structure: the object of heard from is more deeply embedded (due to from). Crucially, our results cannot be blamed on this structural difference: Participants are more likely to consider the object as a potential antecedent for a reflexive when the verb is heard from (object is more deeply embedded) than when the verb is told (object is less deeply embedded). This is the opposite of what we would expect if the results were being driven by depth of embedding. Thus, our results can’t be attributed to differences in the object’s depth of embedding.
In target items, we manipulated (i) whether the subject or the object is the source or the perceiver by using the verbs *told* and *heard from*, and (ii) whether the picture-NP contains a reflexive, a pronoun or no anaphor, shown in (13a-c). The no-anaphor condition acts as a baseline that allows us to see whether and how the source/perceiver status of the two characters influences the likelihood of their being interpreted as the judge of the PPT in the absence of any anaphoric elements.

(13)  a. Reflexive:
Nora {told/heard from} Amy about the frightening photograph of herself.
b. Pronoun:
Nora {told/heard from} Amy about the frightening photograph of her.
c. No anaphor:
Nora {told/heard from} Amy about the frightening photograph.

In the targets, we used the noun *photograph* rather than *picture*, to minimize variation in semantic construal about what kind of depiction is being talked about. All targets used two proper names with unambiguous gender. The study consisted of 36 targets (with *him/himself* or *her/herself*), presented to participants using a Latin-Square design. The PPTs that modify the noun photograph were selected based on published work and existing semantic criteria (e.g. *frightening, funny, irritating, disgusting*). We used 36 different PPTs; each participant only saw each PPT once. Half the PPTs were positively-valenced (e.g. *funny*) and half were negatively-valenced (e.g. *irritating*). The study also contained 50 filler items.

Participants completed the experiment via the internet. The study used a simple force-choice question paradigm. On pronoun and reflexive trials, people first saw a screen with the critical sentence and a question about who is shown in the photograph. I refer to this as the ‘who shown’ question (Fig.1). This question probes the interpretation of the anaphoric expressions. On the next screen, participants again saw the critical sentence (i.e., no memory load) and a question about whose opinion the PPT conveys (Fig.1). I refer to this as the ‘whose opinion’ question. The answer choices are the subject of the critical sentence, the object of the critical sentence, or the narrator. On no-anaphor trials, participants were only asked the ‘whose opinion’ question. Participants were instructed to read the sentences as if they were reading excerpts from fiction. This was done to make the presence of a narrator plausible. The term ‘narrator’ was clarified in the instructions.

4.2 Predictions

As regards the interpretation of pronouns and reflexives in picture-NPs, I hope to replicate our earlier results which found that reflexives show a subject preference
modulated by a significant source preference, while pronouns show a clear object preference as well as a clear perceiver preference (Kaiser et al. 2009). The key question of the current experiment, however, is how these referential patterns interact with the judge identification of PPTs. In the target items, the PPT modifies the noun photograph, and the pronouns and reflexives are inside a prepositional phrase modifying the noun (see also (11) from Charnavel 2020). For now, let us make the simplifying assumption that the PPT and the pronoun/reflexive are in the same perspectival domain. (We return to this issue in the general discussion.)

If the shift-together constraint applies to the interpretation of PPTs and perspective-sensitive anaphors in picture-NPs in the kinds of sentences tested in the current experiment, both kinds of expressions should refer to the same perspectival center. In other words, (i) the antecedent of the pronoun or reflexive (which I predict will follow the patterns we observed in our earlier work) and (ii) the judge of the PPT, should coincide. For example, for (13a,b), the prediction is that whoever thinks the photograph is frightening is the person who is shown in the photograph.

However, it could be that the shift-together constraint applies selectively to some perspective-sensitive anaphors but not others. In this case, we may find that only pronouns or only reflexives shift together with PPTs. Indeed, given prior work that the judge of PPTs is the individual with the relevant first-hand experience (see e.g. Ninan 2014, McNally & Stojanovic 2017, Bylinina 2014), we might expect the source of information in sentences like (13) to be the most likely judge: It can be inferred that the source character is the one who has the relevant first-person experience about the photograph being frightening, for example, and then conveys this to the other person. If this prediction is on the right track, we expect that the antecedent of reflexives in picture-NPs and the judge of PPTs will tend to pattern together (both prefer the source), but that the antecedent of pronouns and the judge of PPTs will diverge (since pronouns are predicted to prefer perceivers while the judge will tend to be the source, under this view).
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Finally, if the shift-together constraint does not apply to the relationship between PPTs and perspective-sensitive pronouns/reflexives, the judges of PPTs and the antecedents of anaphors are not expected to correlate in a systematic way.

5 Results

This section presents the responses to the ‘who shown’ question (anaphor resolution) and the ‘whose opinion’ question (PPT judge identification). The final section combines the two data types to see how choice of antecedent for the anaphoric expression relates to choice of PPT judge, to assess shift-together.

Responses to the question about who is shown in the photograph indicate who is interpreted as the antecedent of the anaphoric expression. As can be seen in the top half of Figure 2, reflexives elicit mostly subject responses, whereas pronouns are more split between subjects and objects. (The no-anaphor condition is not shown here, because it contains no anaphor.) Furthermore, this figure indicates that the two verbs do not pattern alike: The pronoun conditions show a perceiver preference: Participants are more likely to select the object with told (object = perceiver) than with heard (object = source). In contrast, the reflexive conditions show hints of a source preference: Participants are slightly more likely to select the subject with told (subject = source) than with heard (subject = perceiver).

Statistical analyses using mixed-effects logistic regression (glmer, R) on the proportion of structurally-expected antecedents (subjects in the reflexive conditions; objects in pronoun conditions) confirm that the subject bias of reflexives is stronger than the object bias of pronouns (main effect of anaphor type, p<.001), that the verb manipulation has a significant effect (main effect of verb, p<.001) and that pronouns are more influenced by the verb manipulation than reflexives (anaphor type x verb interaction, p<.003). Further analyses confirm that pronouns elicit higher rates of object choices with told than with heard (p<.01) – the expected perceiver preference. In the case of reflexives, the source preference (higher rates of subject choices with told than heard) is marginal (p=0.0985), but goes in the same direction observed by Kaiser et al (2009). Given that Kaiser et al. (2009) also found that pronouns are more swayed by the verb manipulation than reflexives, it is not unexpected to see the same asymmetry here.

Let us now consider people’s responses to the question of whose opinion it is that the photograph is frightening, funny etc: who is the PPT judge? As can be seen in the lower half of Figure 2, told conditions elicit a high proportion of ‘subject’s opinion’ responses (black bars), while heard conditions elicit a high proportion of ‘object’s opinion’ responses (grey bars). This suggests participants tend to interpret the source of information as the judge, in line with our prediction.
Figure 2. Upper half: Responses to ‘who shown’ question (anaphor resolution). Lower half: Responses to ‘whose opinion’ question (judge identification).

Figure 3. Combined results: ‘Who shown’ responses (bars) and ‘whose opinion’ responses (shading inside bars)
This pattern is confirmed by statistical analyses on the proportion of ‘subject’s opinion’ responses (glmer, emmeans with Bonferroni correction). In all three anaphor conditions (pronoun, reflexive, no anaphor), participants interpreted the PPT as having the subject as its judge more often with told than with heard (p’s < .001). This source preference holds regardless of what the anaphor is or whether the sentence even contains an anaphor. In other words, all three heard conditions (pronoun, reflexive, no anaphor) pattern alike, and all three told conditions pattern alike. Analyses on the proportion of ‘object’s opinion’ responses corroborate this pattern: Participants interpreted the object as the judge more often with heard than with told, confirming the source preference. Analyses of the proportion of ‘narrator’s opinion’ responses show no differences between conditions (p’s > 0.1). Overall, the proportion of narrator opinion responses is low. This may seem surprising, since PPTs are often regarded as having a default bias for the speaker to be the judge, but my prior work (Kaiser 2015) indicates that in narrative contexts, it is easy to shift from the speaker (narrator) to a character.

In sum, participants’ responses indicate that they prefer to interpret the source of information as the judge of the PPT, and that this preference is independent of whether the sentence contains an anaphor and what the anaphor is.

Figure 3 show the same information depicted in Figure 2, now combined into one graph (with the no-anaphor condition omitted). The bars show the proportion of trials where a certain anaphor was interpreted as referring to the preceding subject or object. For ease of exposition, the proportion of subject responses and the proportion of object responses are plotted separately. As mentioned earlier, reflexives mostly elicit subject interpretations, modulated by a source-of-information bias, whereas pronouns elicit a mix of subject and object interpretations, and show a clear perceiver bias. The segments within each bar show what proportion of responses were associated with the PPT being interpreted as the subject’s opinion, object’s opinion or the narrator’s opinion. Recall that the source of information is preferred as the judge of the PPT. According to a strong version of shift-together, all subject-antecedent interpretations should be subject-opinion PPT interpretations: all subject-antecedent choice bars should only contain black. Similarly, all object-antecedent interpretations should be object-opinion PPT interpretations: all object-antecedent choice bars should only contain grey. However, Figure 3 shows this is clearly not the case.

6 Discussion

The interpretational patterns for pronouns and reflexives largely replicate our earlier findings (Kaiser et al. 2009): reflexives tend to be interpreted as referring to preceding subjects, modulated by an source preference, and pronouns exhibit both an object preference and a perceiver preference. The judge identification patterns
for PPTs show a strong preference to interpret the source of information as the judge of the PPT, which we attribute to the source being most plausibly interpreted as the referent with the relevant kind of first-person experience (as proposed in prior work). However, as Figure 3 shows, we find no evidence for an absolute shift-together constraint that yokes together the judge of PPTs and the antecedent of perspectival pronouns or reflexives. This being said, recall that the antecedent choices of reflexives are sensitive not only to subjecthood but also to source-of-information. This source sensitivity resembles the strong source bias that guides PPT judge identification. As a consequence, on average, reflexive conditions appear to exhibit a somewhat closer match between judge identification and antecedent choice than pronouns, but this is by no means a perfect correspondence.

7 Follow-up experiments

7.1 A potential concern: Multiple judges, multiple opinion-holders?

Here, I briefly report two additional experiments that tackle questions left open by the first experiment, having to do with (i) issues concerning multiple judges and (ii) the syntactic configuration of the anaphors and their antecedents.

A potential concern with the results presented so far is that on each trial, participants could only choose one judge/opinion-holder – namely the subject, the object or the narrator. It was not possible to select multiple judges for the PPT. This raises the question of whether the dissociation discussed above could be an artifact of the ‘singe answer choice’ format that was used. If we allow participants to choose multiple judges, would we find evidence of judge identification correlating with sources in the case of reflexives and perceivers in the case of pronouns?

A follow-up study was conducted to address this concern. The design was the same as above, except that now, for ‘whose opinion’ questions, participants were instructed to select “all that apply” – in other words, they could select as many as opinion-holders as they wanted (rather than just one). The ‘who shown’ question was the same as in the earlier experiment. The same target and filler items were used. We analyzed data from 42 new participants. The results largely replicate the outcome of the experiment reported in Sections 4-6. For the ‘who shown’ questions, we again see that (i) reflexives tend to be interpreted as referring to the preceding subject and exhibit a numerical source preference, and (ii) pronouns elicit more object interpretations than reflexives and also show a significant preference to be interpreted as referring to the perceiver (subject of heard, object of told).

For the ‘whose opinion’ questions, where people could now select multiple answers, the results show they still mostly opt for only a single answer: Averaging across conditions, participants chose only one judge on 73% of all trials. More specifically, participants still prefer the single source-of-information individual
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(subject of *told*, object of *heard*) as the judge in all conditions. In line with the first experiment, the pronoun, reflexive condition and no-anaphor conditions all show a preference for the single source-of-information referent (p’s < .001). The proportion of ‘narrator’s opinion’ choices is again low and shows no sensitivity to the verb.  

As a whole, the follow-up experiment replicates the results we found in the first experiment. This shows that the results reported in Section 5 regarding the judge of the PPT are not an artifact of the single-answer format.

### 7.2 Within and across finite clauses

So far, we focused on contexts where the anaphor and its antecedent are in the same finite clause, to allow for maximum comparability with Kaiser et al. (2009). To see whether our findings extend to contexts where the anaphor and its antecedent are in different finite clauses, I ran another follow-up with sentences like (14):

(14) Nora {told/heard from} Amy that there was a frightening photograph {of herself/her/Ø} in the newspaper.

Because the pronoun and reflexive are not in the same finite clause as their antecedents, there is no local c-command relation between anaphor and antecedent in sentences like (14). This configuration allows us to test a configuration where reflexives are very clearly *not* locally bound by the subject (e.g. Nora in (14)). Thus, in this follow-up study, we adjusted the targets to create two distinct finite clauses. The set-up was the same as above: Participants answered questions about (i) who is shown in the photograph and (ii) whose opinion it is that the photograph is frightening/funny/etc. As in the first follow-up experiment, participants could select multiple answers for the ‘whose opinion’ question.

The results of the second follow-up experiment (42 new participants) again largely replicate the outcome of the experiment reported in Sections 4-6. Responses to the ‘who shown’ questions indicate that (i) reflexives tend to be interpreted as referring to the preceding subject but this preference is modulated by a significant source preference (more subject choices with *told* than *heard*), while (ii) pronouns elicit more object interpretations than reflexives and also show a significant preference to be interpreted as referring to the perceiver of information (subject of *heard*, object of *told*). Responses to the ‘whose opinion’ questions reveal a clear preference to opt for the single source-of-information referent (subject with *told*, object with *heard*) as the judge in all conditions. The pronoun condition, the reflexive condition and the no-anaphor condition all show this preference for the

---

5 Interestingly, we do find hints of the narrator playing a privileged role as an additional judge: Although people prefer to select the single source-of-information character as the judge, they also occasionally select both the source character and the narrator as the judge (16% of trials, on average).
single source-of-information referent (averaging across all conditions: 88% source choices, range 76-93%). Thus, the results fit with the two preceding studies.

8 General discussion and conclusions

This paper set out to investigate the interpretation of subjective adjectives (predicates of personal taste, PPTs), and pronouns and reflexives in the picture-NP construction. Both of these sets of expressions are, in a broad sense, perspective-sensitive: PPTs like fun and irritating express people’s opinions and are anchored to an opinion-holder or judge. Reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs (picture of her/herself) are sensitive to the arguably perspectival distinction between the source vs. the perceiver of information in a communicative events. The present paper reports experimental work investigating whether these two classes of expressions exhibit shift-together behaviors in sentences like (13-14) – i.e. whether they refer to the same perspective center (see e.g. the shift-together constraint proposed by Bylinina et al. 2014, as well as discussion in Sells 1987, Charnavel 2020, i.a.).

Results from three experiments (i) corroborate our earlier findings that reflexives and pronouns in picture-NPs show divergent and asymmetric sensitivity to source and perceiver status (and grammatical role), and (ii) reveal a strong preference to interpret the source of information as the judge of the PPT, regardless of whether an anaphor (pronoun or reflexive) is present. Thus, (iii) we find no evidence for a clear shift-together constraint that would yoke together the judge of PPTs and the antecedent of perspective-sensitive pronouns or reflexives.

Our results pose a challenge to approaches where perspective shifts would be accomplished by a single high-level shifting operator (OP), very schematically illustrated in (15a). In this configuration we would expect all relevant perspective-sensitive elements to be interpreted relative to the same perspectival center, which is not what we found. However, one may wonder about the possibility of multiple smaller perspectival domains. In (15b), the prepositional phrase constitutes its own perspectival domain inside the picture-NP, and thus can show perspectival behavior distinct from the PPT (see also Charnavel 2020 on spell-out domains). A proper discussion of this issue is beyond the scope of this paper, but it’s important to note that we need a systematic way to prevent overgeneration of perspectival domains.

(15) a. OP [frightening photograph of herself ]
    b. OP [frightening photograph OP [of herself]]

Clearly, many intriguing questions remain open for future work, including but not limited to questions concerning the size of the relevant perspectival domain, the nature and extent of crosslinguistic variation in domain size, and the behavior of anaphoric forms in languages with a richer inventory of distinct forms than English.
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